
Part 2

HAZARDS TO HAZARDS TO 

FIREFIGHTERSFIREFIGHTERS



Military HazardsMilitary Hazards

•• Same as civilian aircraft Same as civilian aircraft 

plusplus

–– Dangerous systems Dangerous systems 

•• Cannons Cannons 

•• RocketsRockets

•• BombsBombs

•• ChafeChafe

•• FlaresFlares

•• Other pyrotechnicsOther pyrotechnics

•• WeaponsWeapons

•• armamentarmament

Approach Military Aircraft at the 45 degree 

angle do to weapons



Military HazardsMilitary Hazards

•• Rocket fuels Rocket fuels 

–– HydrazineHydrazine

–– Other exotic Other exotic 
materialsmaterials



Military HazardsMilitary Hazards

Employ an explosive or Employ an explosive or 

rocket system to rocket system to 

complete the complete the 

emergency escape emergency escape 

processprocess



Military HazardsMilitary Hazards

Very dangerousVery dangerous

Fire personnel and Fire personnel and 

equipment should stay out equipment should stay out 

of an area in front of and of an area in front of and 

behind the aircraft from behind the aircraft from 

wing tip to wing tipwing tip to wing tip



Scene Hazards / DangersScene Hazards / Dangers

•• Jagged and sharp metalJagged and sharp metal

•• Large section of aircraft Large section of aircraft 
may need to be bracedmay need to be braced

•• Fall from working off Fall from working off 
ladders or elevated areasladders or elevated areas

•• Uneven surfaceUneven surface

•• Slips trips fallsSlips trips falls

•• Ground debrisGround debris

•• Wires, gas lines, and Wires, gas lines, and 
damaged water systemsdamaged water systems



Hazardous atmospheresHazardous atmospheres

•• Smoke containsSmoke contains
–– Carbon monoxide Carbon monoxide 

–– Hydrogen cyanideHydrogen cyanide

–– Hydrogen chlorideHydrogen chloride

–– Carbon dioxideCarbon dioxide

–– Nitrogen oxidesNitrogen oxides

–– PhosgenePhosgene

–– IsocyanidesIsocyanides

–– FormaldehydeFormaldehyde

–– PolyaromaticPolyaromatic

–– Hydrocarbons Hydrocarbons 

–– BenzeneBenzene

–– SulfurSulfur

–– ChlorineChlorine

–– BromineBromine

–– Dioxins Dioxins 

–– AcidsAcids

–– LeadLead

–– BerylliumBeryllium

–– lithiumlithium



Hazardous atmospheresHazardous atmospheres

•• Elevated tempElevated temp

•• Oxygen deficientOxygen deficient

•• FlashoverFlashover

•• Rollover Rollover 

•• FameoverFameover

•• BackdraftsBackdrafts

•• And confined spaceAnd confined space

–– Rescues made out of  fuel cellsRescues made out of  fuel cells



Engine HazardsEngine Hazards

•• Stay back 2 lengths of the Stay back 2 lengths of the 

aircraft behind operating jet aircraft behind operating jet 

enginesengines

•• Stay at least 25Stay at least 25’’ away from away from 

jet engine intakejet engine intake

•• A good indication that the A good indication that the 

engine is running or engine is running or 

electrical power is on the electrical power is on the 

aircraft red rotating beacons aircraft red rotating beacons 

will be onwill be on

–– MAYBE depending on the MAYBE depending on the 

aircraftaircraft



Engine HazardsEngine Hazards

•• Stay 15Stay 15’’ away from fronts away from fronts 
and sides of operating and sides of operating 
propellerspropellers

•• Moving a propeller can start Moving a propeller can start 
the enginethe engine

•• Tail rotors are very Tail rotors are very 
dangerous dangerous 

•• Main rotors may drop as Main rotors may drop as 
they slow downthey slow down

•• Approach helicopter low as Approach helicopter low as 
possible and view of & as possible and view of & as 
directed by the pilotdirected by the pilot



Aircraft HazardsAircraft Hazards

•• Ballistic Recovery SystemsBallistic Recovery Systems

–– This system uses an ejection device to quickly This system uses an ejection device to quickly 

deploy a parachute during catastrophic deploy a parachute during catastrophic 

emergenciesemergencies

–– Ballistic recovery parachutes can be fired Ballistic recovery parachutes can be fired 

vertically or horizontally and are not always vertically or horizontally and are not always 

readily visible on the aircraft or location from readily visible on the aircraft or location from 

where they are firedwhere they are fired



Cirrus SR22













Determine if CAPS has been 
deployed.

If the system was deployed, you should see the parachute

on the ground



Cirrus

Advisory Guide For First Responders



Contact numbers:

1 800 279 4322
Mike Busch

(218) 529 7227 Direct Dial
(218) 391 8835 Cell

Dwight Langfeld 
(218) 788 3126   Direct Dial

(218) 348 9701   Cell

Andy Black 
(218) 788 3265   Direct Dial 

(218) 428 1074   Cell 
(877) 4 CIRRUS Toll free after hours

(218) 727 2737 Main Desk
Call Mark Thomas or Gregg Ellsworth At BRS:

(651) 457 7491 Main number
(763) 286 5054 Gregg Cell
(612) 850 7762 Mark Cell



Aircraft HazardsAircraft Hazards

Cirrus Video will cover

•what is a BRS

•how to ID a BRS

•What to do when you find an 

aircraft with BRS

Attach video when you 

find out how

CALL FOR IMMEDIATE HELP

24 / 7 HOTLINE

1-800-279-4322 US

1-952-988-1940 INT





QuestionsQuestions


